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ABSTRACT

In the poetic career of Mr. T. S. Eliot between The
Waste Land and Four Quartets a definite pattern of develop
ment can be detected in the poet's thought and technique.
His concern with religious themes is brought out in the
short dramatic lyrics of the ‘Ariel Poems', but the first
of his poems to explore this area is 'Ash-Wednesday'.

In

a coherent sequence of six poems the author traces the path
of religious conversion and conveys through his unique
versification the intensity of the experience recorded.
In this study, my purpose is to show that Mr, Eliot's tech
nical devices provide a structural frame for the poem that is
closely related to the tradition of Christian worship.

In

corroboration of this view, the poet’s thematic use of reli
gious motifs, imagery and allusions is examined in relation
to his scriptural, liturgical and literary sources.

This

analysis serves to point out that each part of the sequence
can be correlated with disciplinary practices prescribed for
Christians during Lent.

The aesthetic and the spiritual power

of the poem is the result of controlled construction in uni
fying an intellectual approach with religious sensibility.
‘Ash-Wednesday’ presents diagrammatically Mr. Eliot’s perspec
tive in The Idea of a Christian Society: m a n ’s need of spirit
ual guidance in the struggle for salvation and ultimate peace.
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I
INTRODUCTION
In the immense amount of critical opinion on Mr. Eliot's
poetry written between The Waste Land (1921) and Four Quartets
(19^3) we find constant reference to the change in his poetic
tone and technique from the level of empirical involvement to
one of spiritual awareness."^

It was during this period that

•Ash-Wednesday* as a whole was published in 1930.

However,'

no commentator has explored what seems to be its structural
principle, namely the relevance of the poem to the liturgy of
the Lenten season.

2

In theme, structure and texture, the poem

has liturgical and allegorical significance; each part of the
sequence shows close correspondence with the ancient ritual
by which the Church provides spiritual training in a solemn
observance of prayer and penance.

The poem reflects the mood

and spirit of Lent; it is a vehicle in which the personal and
integrated expressions of the speaker's thoughts are inter1 See Helen Gardner, The Art of T. S. Eliot (London,
19^9)» P* 100: "Instead of looking out upon the world and
seeing sharply defined and various manifestations of the same
desolation and emptiness, the poet turns away from the outer
world of men to ponder over certain intimate personal
experiences. He narrows the range of his vision, withdraws
into his own mind, and 'thus devoted, concentrated in purpose’
his verse moves 'into another intensity'. The intensity of
apprehension in the earlier poetry is replaced by an intensity
of meditation."
2 Comparison of the prayers and scriptural narratives
prescribed for public worship during Lent shows that with
few exceptions Collects, Epistles and Gospels are the same
in the Roman Missal and the Anglican Book of Common Prayer.
Significant differences will be noted in my discussion of
each one of the poems of the sequence.
*1
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2
woven to depict with concentrated meaning the penitential

6
experience.
'Ash-Wednesday* marks a turning point in the poet's
outlook; the conscious use of the sacramental rite is a
i

heightening of the religious tone that is so evident in the
poems that preceded('Journey of the Magi',
that predominates in Four Quartets.

'Mariana'), and

It is evident that the

critics in general are aware of the personal and religious
allusions that occur in 'Ash-Wednesday'.

The title of the

poem is recognized by some to be fundamental to the themes
self-discipline at that period of time set aside by the Church
for fasting and penance in atonement for sin.

Mrs. DuncanrJones,

among others, has noted this aspect of the poem:
The title under which the six poems now stand
prepares us for poetry concerned mainly with
the penitential side of the spiritual life:
and the first poem deals with the processes
of self-exploration and self-examination with
which that begins.3
But whereas Mrs. Duncan-Jones sees Mr. Eliot's poem as'imperson
al and objective', I feel that it is intensely personal in the
thematic development of the 'confessional-' experience and that
it is also 'objective' because the poet uses a framework of
traditional worship.
For Miss Elizabeth Drew the poem records an "intensely
personal emotion" within its "own esthetic world.,,1+ Mr.
3 E.E. Duncan-Jones, "Ash-Wednesday", in T.S. Eliot:
A Study of His Writings by Several Hands, ed. B. Rajan
TNew York, I 9V 8 ) , p . 39. See also Elizabeth Drew, T.S. Eliot:
The Design of His Poetry (New York, 19*+9)* p. 100; George
Williamson, Jl Reader *s Guide to T.S. Eliot (New York, 1953)*
p. 101.
*+ Op. clt., p. 100.
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Allen Tate, commenting on •Ash-Wednesday*, seems to miss the
mark when he writes:
If the six poems are taken together as the
focus of a specific religious emotion, the
opening stanza, instead of being a naive
personal ••confession,” appears in the less
lurid light of a highly effective technical
performance.?
For Miss Gardner, the six poems have neither structural unity
nor detectable relationship; she notes that the first three
poems were rearranged when the whole work was published and
comments on lack of development of the theme:
The first three poems originally appeared
separately in periodicals and not in the
order in which they appear in the volume.
This suggests that it is probably a mistake
to attempt to trace a development of the
theme from poem to poem. There is less a
progress of thought than a circling round,
and the centre around which this meditative
poetry revolves is not an idea or an
experience so much as a certain state of
mind which is aspired to. The absence of
a clear structure is the formal equivalent ✓
of this peculiarity in the central subject.0
If there is less coherence than Miss Gardner detects,
it might be because Mr. Eliot himself was not quite sure at
that time of his religious convictions.

The first three

poems of the series were written during an unsettled period
in the poet's life.

He was then studying Dante, the tra

ditional exponent in poetry of Catholic dogma; he was con
cerned with adoption of religious tenets when he embraced the
Anglican faith in 1927, and in the following year he declared
5 ”T.S. Eliot,” in Reactionary Essays (New York, 1936),
p. 218.
6 Op,, clt.. p. ll*f, See T.S. Eliot, "Johnson as Critic
and Poet”, in 6ri poetry and Poets (New York, 1961): "...I do
not think that he- (Johnson) recognizes the importance of con
sidering structure in the valuation of a poem.” P. 208.
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his doctrinal status to be that of an Anglo-Catholic.

With

these factors in mind, we should not find it difficult to
read into Mr. Eliot's essay on Pascal an autobiographical
note which supports the view that there is a unified struc
ture in 'Ash-Wednesday*.

In his essay, speaking of "artistic

and literary composition", he writes:
A piece of writing meditated, apparently
without progress, for months or years, may
suddenly take shape and word; and in this
state long passages can be produced which
require little or no retouch.
I have no
good word to say for the cultivation of
automatic writing as the model of literary
composition; I doubt whether these moments
can be cultivated by the writer; but he to
whom this happens assuredly has the sensation
of being a vehicle rather than a maker. No
masterpiece can be produced whole by such
means; but neither does even the higher form
of religious inspiration suffice for the
religious life; even the most exalted mystic
must return 'to the world, and use his reason
to employ the results of his experience in
daily life.”

I

In this study I shall discuss how Eliot used "his reason to
employ the results of his experience in daily life," thus
8
making 'Ash-Wednesday' a superbly integrated poem.
The second chapter is concerned with the relation of the
poem as a whole to the spirit and the mood of the Lenten sea
son.

The third chapter offers an analysis of Part I and

? "The 'Pensees' of Pascal," Selected Essays (London,
1953), P* ^05. Author's italics.
8

See F. 0. Matthiessen, The Achievement of T.S. Eliot
(London, 1935)s "...the most important value of the artist to
society, and the one element that lends his work enduring
significance, is to give expression to the most pervading
qualities of life as he has actually known it." P. *+2.
Author's italics.
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II
APPROACH TO THE MEANING
Mr. T.S. Eliot would probably be the first to attest
to his change of heart as a critic.'1' In the case of his
poetry, there is evidence of a significant evolutionary pat
tern.

Early in his career, he was viewed as a serious young

author using traditional patterns such as the classical ode,
or a modified form of this genre.
Observations'

In 'Prufrock and Other

(1917)? he reveals a critical attitude towards

contemporary mores, which the commentators have attributed
to a 'Laforguean' influence, and in which they have detected
at times a somewhat cynical 'Poundish' tone.

In this early

period, prior to 1930, his themes are often disguised in myths

2

and legends, as in The Waste Land , an achievement which first
compelled universal recognition of Eliot's genius.

In this

3
poem with its "wealth of literary borrowings and allusions" ,
we find that Eliot had become aware of the artistic value of
anthropological, mystical, and religious themes.
published Dante.

In 1929 he

As we shall see in the course of this study,

explication of 'Ash-Wednesday* affords evidence of clearer
II.IIWHPW III.IIH

.................... I

1

II

■

*

See Matthiessen. on. cit., pp. 6 - 20.

2 See P. R. Leavis, New Bearings in English Poetry
(London, 1950), p. 90:
"The poem appeared first in opening
numbers of The Criterion (October, 1922 and January, 1923)."
See also Matthiessen, loc. cit.
3 Leavis, 0£. cit.. p. 91. Of. H. N. Fairchild,
Religious Trends in English Poetry (New York, 1962), 5 vols.,
V, 565 - 6W,

6
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and deeper correspondence between the Lenten meditations of
if
Mr. Eliot and Dante’s Commedia. particularly the Purgatorio.
It is my purpose in this chapter to show that ’AshWednesday1 gives poetical expression to many of the motifs
of which the Church has made a synthesis in the liturgy of
her penitential season.

In support of this approach, I shall

discuss aspects of the poem that are suggestive not only of
the Lenten season in general but also referential in style
and meaning to the Sacrament of Penance.

This analysis will

involve comments on theme, structure, language, and the tech
nique by which Mr. Eliot has composed a ritualistic poem, the
genesis of which should be noted here.
Although the poem was published as a unit in 1930 the
first three poems had appeared previously, each with a dif
ferent title;

the second poem, Part II of the sequence, was

issued in 1927 as ’Salutation’5.

jn 1928, what is now Part

6
I appeared as *Perch*io non spero’ (’Because I do not hope’)
and Part III, *Som de l'Escalina* ('Summit of the Stairway1),
*+ Eliot published Dante in 1929. Edmund Wilson finds
it ”a most admirable introduction...(in) which Eliot professes
to desire nothing but to be of use to beginners and to tell us
of a few of the beautiful things which he had found in the
great poet*” Axel's Castle (New York and London, 1938), pp.
127-128. Eliot's shorter essay on Dante appeared in The
Sacred Wood (London, 1920).
5 T.S. Eliot’s ’Salutation', The Saturday Review of
Literature IV, 20, (December 10,1927), p. *+29.
6 T.S. Eliot, 'Perch'io non spero’. Commerce. XV
(Spring, 1928), pp. 5-11. The title is a literal translation
of the first line of a ballata by Guido Cavalcanti.” Leonard
Unger, ’’Notes on Ash Wednesday”) Southern Review, b (Spring,
1939), p. 7^8.
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was published in 1929 .

The use of these poems in a different

order and with the liturgically inspired title for the com
pleted work is evidence of the organic unity of the sequence.
In the new arrangement the first poem provides a rational ba
sis upon which the poet constructs the spiritual experience
recorded in the poem.

The Opening stanzas of Part I state

with emphasis and repetition, the reason why he has now 'to
turn'; the following stanzas indicate and stress how he can
keep the resolution not 'to turn again'.
The mood and tonality of 'Ash-Wednesday' suggest the
o
"sober and serious character of Lent."
The external struc
ture seems to be a symbol of the penitential season of prep
aration for the spiritual victory to be achieved at Easter.
The six weeks' period of self-examination, contrition and
reform of life is reflected in the six parts of the poem.
Each of these could be given a sub-title, respectively,
Detachment, Mortification, Confession, Penance, Abandonment,
Charity.

In mood and emotional stress the poem has overtones

of the disciplinary action prescribed by the Church.

From

examination of the poem, it is clear that in subject-matter
7 T.S. Eliot, 'Som de l'Escalina'. Commerce, XXI
(Autumn, 1929), pp. 99-103.
The title is from the Pureatorio
XXVI, Im-6, where Arnaut Daniel, in his native tongue, begs
Dante to pray for him at "the summit of the stairway." Dante's
admiration for the Provencal troubadour is expressed in De
Vulgari Eloquentia. II, 6, 10, 13. In the last instance, he
refers to Arnaut's frequent use of the unrhymed stanza, in
which "no attention is given to arrangement of rhymes." In
'Ash-Wednesday' Eliot uses this technique only in a few
stanzas.
8 Pius Parsch, The Church's Year of Grace (Collegeville, Minnesota, 1953), ^ vols., II, 8.
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and style it can be correlated with Mr. Eliot’s noted concern
for tradition.

The institution of Lent as we know it today

is the woxk of St. Cyril of Jerusalem who made it "part of
that 'Jerusalem model’ of liturgy which began to spread in
the later fourth c e n t u r y . A c c o r d i n g to the eminent Anglican .
historian, Dom Gregory Dix, the Jerusalem liturgy brought to
the public worship changes which "passed into the tradition
of all Christendom."-^
Of ’Ash-Wednesday’ as a transition to a new stage in
Mr. Eliot’s poetic achievement, Miss Gardner notes that "the
whole poem is coloured by religious and literary tradition
11
but its particular quality is entirely its own."
It Is .
wholly free from the attitude of disgust and scepticism about
modern society that pervades the earlier poems.

The new

method - a profound search for the comfort of hope and the
joy of renewed faith - were evident in the 'Ariel Poems':
'A Journey of the Magi' (1927),
(1928),

'Marina' (1930).

’A Song for Simeon',

'Animula'

This "inter-war series of Ariel

poems in which suffering is unequivocally the companion of
faith",

12 is also concerned with anguish of spirit, rebirth,

9 Dom Gregory Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy
(Westminster, 194-5), P. 353* Critics have noted that the re
ligious background of ’Ash-Wednesday' is more closely related
to Roman Catholic belief and ritual than to the Anglican Book
of Common Prayer. See R.H. Robbins, The T.S. Eliot Myth (New
York,' 195 l P • 87; Neville Braybrooke, T.S. Eliot: A Sympo
sium for His Seventieth Birthday (London, 1958')",' Introduction,
p." P+; Drew, op. cit. , p. 210.
oe*

cit., pp. 3^9-351•

10

Dix,

11

Op. cit., p. 99-

12 D.E.S. Maxwell, "'The Cultivation of Christmas Trees",
in T.S. Eliot: A Symposium, p. 191.
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and salvation.
The poet’s preoccupation with religious experience cul
minates in Four Quartets (19^1); in this poem the purifying

,

■pentecostal fire completes the processes of self-scrutiny
and submission in which the action of ’Ash-Wednesday' centres.
It may sound fanciful„ but to date we can say of the latter
that it occurs "Midway in the journey of our life", that is,
of Mr. Eliot’s poetic career from 1917 to IS'VW - the Quartets
being his latest but not, we hopefully believe, his last poem.
In this span of twenty-seven years,

’Ash-Wednesday- comes ap-

*

proximately thirteen years after ’Prufrock* and before Four
Quartets.

Comparison of the later with the earlier poem indi

cates that Eliot, like Dante, records a spiritual pilgrimmage:
"in exltu Israel de Aegyto. T h e r e

is a change of pattern

and of landscape in Four Quartets, for it is the deeper vision
of a journey completed.
It should be noted here that in ’Ash-Wednesday’ Eliot
has apparently with deliberation, used the hyphen in his title.
This usage is not found in the Book of Common Prayer. In the
Roman Missal, or in writings on the liturgy.

To my knowledge,,

the critics have not commented on Eliot’s form and many have

13 Psalm 1^3.1? chanted by the souls (Purgatorio II)
when they arrive at the Mount to begin their expiatory suffer-
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neglected to copy the title correctly.

lb

This orthographical

device, one may conjecture, is the poet's oblique way of
giving to the title added symbolic value.

It reinforces the

association of the poem xvrith the initial Lenten ritual and
intimates that the matter of his poem is a meditation on all
that 'ashes' connote in the Christian life:
The moving ceremony of the imposition of ashes on the
brows of the faithful beginning their Lenten fast,
accompanied by the words 'Remember, man, that dust
thou art and unto dust thou return', from which Ash ,
. Wednesday gets its name, is not a 'Roman' ceremony
at all. It seems to have originated in Gaul in the
sixth century, and was at first confined to public
penitents doing penance for grave and notorious sin, .
whom the clergy tried to comfort and encourage by
i5
submitting themselves to the same public humiliation.
In Part III Eliot depicts the humiliation of the protagonist ridding himself of the " poison of excess"

16

which

brings death to the soul; the cure lies in man's effort to co
operate with grace, and to strive towards self-mastery. This
dramatization of the struggle to cleanse the soul is the re1*+ For example, the hyphen is omitted by Bradbrook,
Dreitf, Matthiessen, Megroz, Unger; it is retained by Braybrooke,
Leavis, Rajan, Edmund Wilson, but without comment on the fact
that Eliot's usage differs from that of liturgical books. The
hyphen occurs in the Oxford English Dictionary, but not in the
Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, ed. F.L. Cross
(London, 1957), p.~9^. Dom Gregory Dix omits the hyphen;
see
op.cit., pp. 355, 755 and passim.
'4
15

Dix, op. cit.. pp. 355-356.

16 Collect of the Mass on Monday of the third
week in
Lent. Cf. the Collect of Wednesday of the fourth week:
"...that the discipline of wholesome fasting and abstinence
from the poison of vice may win us Thy readier forgiveness."
For Eliot's symbolic reference to this prayer, see post.
Chapter IV. In both the Anglican and the Roman liturgy the
Epistle of this da:/ is St. Paul's exhortation to refrain from
carnal sins (Ephesians V,
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suit of the self-discipline which began in Part I where the
}

stress was on the resolute will "to turn" and the plea for
divine help.

In Part II the theme develops with the image

of the "healing" process -.a passive penitential exercise
under the guidance of a "Lady", through whom the speaker
hopes to obtain graces by "wholesome self-denial".

In Part

III the kinesthetic imagery is a forceful expression of
emotions that accompany confession of sin.

At this structur

al mid-point the poem, as well as the protagonist, makes a'
"turn" toward light and peace.
The mood and thematic development of the process of
resolution, prayer, penance and pardon throughout the first
half of 'Ash-Wednesday1, together with the alternating medi
tative and lyrical flow of the verse, give these three poems
"a solemn liturgical movement suited to the subject and the
title", as Eliot has said of one of the poems of The Temple
in a recently published monograph.

17

That there is reason to

view 'Ash-Wednesday' as a personal experience as well as an
act of corporate worship, is implied by Eliot's comment on
Herbert's poetry:
...The Temple is not to be regarded simply
as a collection of poems, but (as I have said,)
as a record of the spiritual struggles of a man
of intellectual power and emotional intensity
who gave much toil to perfecting his verses. As
such, it should be a document to all those who
are curious to understand their fellow men; and
as such, I regard it as a more important document
17 T.S. Eliot, George Herbert (London, 19&2), p. 32.
Many of the author's comments on Herbert's sources of
inspiration, themes and technique in religious poetry reveal
spiritual and artistic affinity with his fellow Anglican
poet.
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lO
than all of Donne’s religious poems put together.

Like The Temple, ’Ash-Wednesday is a thematic series of
religious poems.

In each Part Eliot has an image to express

the experience of a moment of his spiritual progress.

In

Part I, the syntax - a series of "Because” statements - sym
bolically presents the decision to do voluntary penance.

In

Part II, the "bones", having addressed the "Lady", sing in her
honour a hymn of praise and thanksgiving.

Part III, with

only twenty-four lines, is the shortest of the sequences;
it is also the most Intense and most dramatic by reason of
the contrapuntal movement and the structural use of the dom
inant image of a stairway to develop the theme of "the old
man...crucified" (Romans, 6,6). Part IV, alternately elegiac
19
and hopeful in mood,
is in a minor key to express that now
"The new years walk", a metaphor that reminds us of the words
of St. Paul, "a great price was paid to ransom you" (I Corin
thians, 6.30).

Part V, opening with a paraphrase of St. John’s

prologue of the Logos (John 1.1-5), has overtones of a homily
in the first two stanzas, dropping from the stern and solemn
note to a plea for prayers from "the veiled sister".

The

refrain from the "Reproaches" and echoes of the "Bidding
Prayers" in the Mass of the Pre-Sanctified which is celebrated
on Good Friday make this the most poignant part of 'Ash18 Ibid., p. 20, Author’s italics. Eliot's remarks
(pp. 18-23T about the relation between faith and the poetic
intensity of Crashaw, Donne and Hopkins are also relevant to
'Ash-Wednesday',
19 G.S. Fraser remarks that the poem has many "changes
of paee...suddenings, slackenings and concentrations...".
Vision and Rhetoric (London, 1959)» P* 113*
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Wednesday*.The last poem recapitulates
sequence, weaving

the themes

of the

them into harmony with the new-found peace.

At the end of ’Ash-Wednesday* there is not the *'note of joy in
convalescence of the spirit in surrender to God*', as Eliot has
said of one of the poems of The Temple

20

; rather, there is the

note of serene and hopeful consolation through the "discipline

21
of suffering which leads to peace of spirit. **

The note of

joy in Eliot's poetry comes fourteen years later:
And all shall be well and
All manner of things shall be well
When the tongues of flame are in-folded
Into the crowned knot of fire
and the fire and the rose are one.
("Little Gidding")

20

George Herbert, p. 26

21

George Herbert, p. 26.
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Ill
RESPONSE TO THE CALL
The opening poem, in structure, diction and syntax,
reveals a meditative process; punctuation marks occur only
four times in the forty-one lines.

After three ’Because'

clauses, precise, repetitive, and prosaic in diction, there
is a note of diffidence in the lax rhythm and casual tone of
the participial phrase and the two rhetorical questions.
Tone and tempo suggest an interior debate as if the speaker's '
mind is beset by doubts and painful recollections.

The

conspicuous use of the first person throughout this poem
intensifies the personal aspect characteristic of examination
of conscience.

This is the poet himself speaking, without

the mark or 'persona'; the soliloquy lays bare his thoughts.
Eliot has provided a clue to the interpretation of 'AshWednesday* as a meditation.

The poem is obviously an example

of the "first voice" of poetry as he defined it in a lecture
given in 1953 to the National Book Leagu,e and subsequently
published.’*’ In distinguishing between "The Three Voices of
Poetry" the author states:
The first voice is the voice of the poet talking
to himself - or to nobody.
The second is the
voice of the poet addressing an audience, whether
large or small. The third is the voice of the
1 "The Three Voices of Poetry". The Atlantic Monthly.
(April, 195^), pp. 3 8 - M n
The essay is included! in T.S. Eliot,
On Poets and Poetry (New York, 1957)* PP* 96-112.
15
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poet when he attempts to create a dramatic
character speaking in verse; when he is saying, not
what he would say in his own person, but only what
he can say within the limits of one imaginary
«
character addressing another imaginary character.
In further explaining that "the first voice...is not
primarily an attempt to communicate with anyone at all",
Eliot prefers to distinguish it from "what we call loosely
‘lyric poetry1‘‘3, hy describing the first voice of poetry as
L
"meditative verse" .
The first stanza serves not merely to set the tone for
a meditation in a general sense; it indicates that ‘AshWednesday’ is a personal record by a man who is conscious of
weaknesses and of failure to set his aim higher than personal
ambition.

He disclaims his former preoccupation with "such

things" - envy,

pride, accidia:

Because I do not hope to turn again
Because I do not hope
Because I do not hope to
turn
Desiring this man's gift and that man's scope
I no longer strive to strive towards such things
(Why should the aged eagle stretch its wings?)
Why should I mourn
The vanished power of the usual reign?
This clarity of statement at the outset prepares us for the
compelling emotional attitude towards the end of the first
poem when he prays for the grace to become humble and sub
missive.
2

On Po^ts and Poetry, p. 9 6•

3

Ibid.. p. 105.

Ibid.,
Eliot refers to
to indicate the
spoke." Ibid *.

p. 106. To Illustrate the 'third voice1,
"Mr. Ezra Pound, who adopted the term 'persona'
several historical characters through whom he
p. 10*+.
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Mr. Allen Tate has made an illuminating comment on the
first stanza.

He notes the contrast in tone between the

irony, characteristic of Eliot's earlier poems, particularly
The Waste Land, and the humility which prevades 'Ash-Wednesday*.
In discussing the ''moral identity of humility and irony", Mr.
Tate affirms:
Humility is subjective, a quality of the moral
character: it is thus general, invisible, and
can only be inferred, not seen. Irony is the
visible, particular, and objective instance
of humility. Irony is the objective quality
of an event or a situation which stimulates our
capacity for humility.5
After a detailed explanation of how humility and irony differ
"aesthetically", Mr. Tate calls attention to
...a single ironic passage in Ash Wednesday,
and significantly enough it is the first
stanza of the first poem. This passage
presents objectively the poet as he thinks
himself for the moment to be. It
establishes that humility towards his own
merit which fixes the mode of the poems
that follow. And the irony has been over
looked by the critics because they take
the stanza as a literal exposition of the
latest phase of the Eliot case-history at a time when, in the words of Mr. Edmund
Wilson, "his psychological plight seems
most depressing."6
If the metaphor of the "aged eagle" is ironic, "an objective
instance of humility", the Shakespearean and Miltonic echoes

7

in the first two stanzas indicate the speaker's awareness of
5

Tate, op. cit.. p. 216.

Author's italics.

6 Ibid.. p. 217. Author's italics.
occurs in Wilson, op. cit.. p. 131.

The sentence quoted

7 From Sonnet XXIX: "Desiring this man's art, and that
man's scope"; from Lycidas: "Fame is the spur that the clear
spirit doth raise/ "(That last infirmity of the noble mind)".
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worldliness as an obstacle to peace of soul.

The note of

humility appears again when he is conscious of the weak will
that has hitherto kept him from the decision to "turn”.

He

has heard the siren voices that speak of "gift", '’scope",
"power", "glory".

He has heard but has not heeded the proph*1-

et's voice:
Therefore now, saith the Lord, turn ye...
to me with all your heart, and with fasting,
, and with weeping, and with motirning."o
The slow,undulating rhythm of stanza two, together with
the sensuous imagery and Latinized nouns and adjectives, would
suggest taedium vitae were these elements not counteracted by
the rational attitude indicated by four "Because" clauses. In
these statements, the short Anglo-Saxon verbs and adverbs
stress the intention to make a new beginning - to ’turn’ now
when "time is always time/
place".

And place is always and only

The moment of decision comes in the middle of the

third stanza - the structural centre of Part I - with the
emphatic repetition of "I renounce".

In context, the verb

has connotations of the catechumens 'or the sponsors’ words
in the Sacrament of Baptism; or, "I renounce" may express all
that is implied by 'resolution of amendment’ which is re
quired of the penitent, both in the Roman and the Anglican
rite before absolution is given.

The speaker’s renunciation

8 Joel, 2,12. This chapter, vv, 12-19, forms the
Lesson in the Roman Missal and the Epistle for Ash Wednesday
in the Book of Common Prayer. In the latter, "A Penitential
Office" for the first day of Lent contains the prayer: 'Turn
thou us, 0 good Lord, and so shall we be turned...Be favour
able to thy people, who turn to thee in weeping, fasting, and
praying...•
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includes, besides the ambitious strivings of the first stanza
and the sensuality implied by the imagery of the second stanza
emotional attachments - "the blessed face...the voice"; these,*
too, are part of "such things".

All the allusions point meta

phorically to the Seven Capital Sins.
Upon this decision, dictated by reason ("Because"), the
speaker is resolute in his detachment from ephemera. Gerard
Manley Hopkins’ statement seems pertinent here:
Everyone sometimes reasons; for everyone,
arrived at the age of reason, sometimes
asks Why and sometimes says Because or
Although. Now whenever we use one of
these words we reason.°
The succeeding lines of stanza three introduce a new note:
self-accusation becomes a cause of joy.

In the central line

of Part I the principal clause of the long complex sentence
of thirty-one lines begins, "Consequently I rejoice".

There

may be here an echo of the Confiteor which is said first by
the celebrant and then by the congregation at the beginning
of the Sacrifice of the Mass, and by the penitent before
Confession.10

In this prayer, "Therefore" (Ideo) occurs at

mid-point, between the confession of sin and the entreaty for
heavenly intercession. Eliot's structural arrangement, syn
tactic devices and soul-searching mood reflect the meaning
9 "Letter to Coventry Patmore", in Further Letters of
Gerard Manley Hopkins (London, 1956), p. 38BI
10 In the Book of Common Prayer« the 'General Confession
is made "by the Priest-'and those who are minded to receive the
Holy Communion." P. 75* See ibid.. p. 323, "Communion of the
Sick", which is preceded by "The Confession and the Absolution
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of this preparation for Confession and reception of Holy
Communion.
IN THE DESERT
At the opening of Part II, in a quiet and simple
rhythmic movement, the skeleton image begins his apostrophe
to the "Lady”, recalling the moment of ma n ’s ’shameful fall’:
’’...they heard the voice of the Lord God walking in the garden
in the cool of the day” (Genesis 3*8).
Other biblical echoes, allusions and imagery reminiscent
of incidents in the Old Testament stress the artless simplicity
of the address of the "bones”.

The reference to the "juniper-

tree" recalls Elijah in the wilderness when he "sat down under
a juniper tree:" but an angel brought him food, waked him from
sleep and bade'him eat before his long journey to Horeb where
the Lord spoke to him.

11

The "vision of the valley of dry

bones” from the prophecy of Ezekial is the source of several
lines in Part II: "Shall these bones live? shall these/ Bones
live?".

The prophet warns that Israel will be rejected for

their sins, but that God will cleanse them and make an ever
lasting covenant of peace. The prophet is quoted again, at the
end of the address to the "Lady", when the "bones" say: "And
God said/ Prophesy to the wind, to the wind only for only/
The wind will listen.
I believe that Eliot found in Ezekiel his inspiration
II

1 Kings, 19 A - 5 .

12

Ezekiel, 37.3-9.
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for presenting the "Lady" as a symbol of the Church:
Because of the goodness of this Lady
And because of her loveliness, and because
She honours the Virgin in meditation,
We shine with brightness.
When Ezekiel, obeying the voice of the Lord, prophesies to
the wind, the dry bones in the valley are.re-covered in flesh,

breath comes into them and they live.

The prophet is told

that "these bones are the whole house of Israel" which will
become one nation, cleansed of sin, God's own people to whom
He will give David as king, "and they all shall have one shep1^
herd."

The scriptural context from which Eliot has drawn

the motif of the first stanza of Part II precludes acceptance
of the "Lady" as either a Beatricean symbol, as some critics
have suggested,

l*f

or as the Blessed Virgin because we know

that "She honours the Virgin in meditation."

«

In light of the scriptural overtones in the invocation
to the "Lady", I find her to be' a figure of the Church of
15
whom Israel is the prototype.
This interpretation allows us
to see in the bones "united / In the quiet of the desert" an
image of the fulfilment of God's promise that Israel would be
one nation under one King and one Shepherd.
13

In a tone of

Ibid.. v. 2k.

l*f See G. S. Smith, T.S. Eliot's Poetry and Plays
(Chicago, 1956). p. lM+; B. Rajan, o&. cit.. p. “¥5. Allen
Tate states that "...the 'Lady' may be a nun, or even the
Virgin, or again she may be a beautiful woman; but she is
presented, through the serious tone of the invocation, with
all the solemnity of a religious figure." Op. cit., pp.

219-220.

15 See Paul Hinnebusch, O.P., "With Outstretched Arm",
Cross and Crown (December 1962), p. *+01.
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hope and good-will, the scattered bones "shine with bright
ness" of faith, cleansed through Divine Mercy; yet, not
wholly strong in virtue, they can only Mchirp" their song of
praise and gratitude to the "Lady of silences".

In an exqui

sitely delicate lyric they praise the Virgin Mary as the Rose
in the Garden, the Mother of the "Word of no speech."

This

chant echoes the melody of Dante’s terza rima. and fuses
images from the last three cantos of the Paradiso and from
hymns of the Churchin honour of Our Lady.

It contains allu

sions to the VirginBirth, the Passion of Our Lord, the sor- ■
rows of His mother, and to death, judgement and eternity.
These are variations on the theme of "love unsatisfied...
Of love satisfied...the Garden where all love ends."

This

lyric has been quoted in full by an eminent critic as
...an instance in which clarity and obscurity,
explicit abstract meanings and implicit undeter
mined significations intertwine to compose.a
complex radiance of an admirable quality.16
The scattered shining bones, "in the quiet of the de
sert" of mortification, are "united" in the spirit of detach
ment from the tyranny of the passions and the egoism which
had kept them from "the land...our inheritance."
opens with a grotesque physical image:

17

Part II

"...three white

16 Jacques Maritain, "The Poetic Sense", Poetry (March,
1953), PP» 379-380. The essay is included in Maritain,
Creative Intuition in Art and Poetry (New York, 1953)#
17 Cf. Deut. 32.9s "The Lord's portion is his people;
Jacob is the lot of his inheritance." Cf. Psalm 16.5*
"The
Lord is the portion of thine inheritance."
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leopards...having fed to satiety/
liver..."

On my legs my heart my

These creatures have been variously identified as

the three beasts, the lion, leopard, and she-wolf, of the
first canto of the Inferno, or as the eagle, fox and dragon
of Purgatorio XXXIII.

The beasts of the Inferno represent

allegorically Pride, Incontinence, Greed.

If the commenta

tors on 'Ash-Wednesday' are correct, the three leopards of
Part II have consumed these vices of the protagonist; he is
purged of the poison of sin and is in the first stage of
expiation.

18

There is, however, another possible interpretation
based on a passage in La Vita Nuova where Dante describes the

effect of love when he first beheld Beatrice:

his "vital

spirit" began to tremble, referring to the heart as the
"organ of the passions"; his "animal spirit", that is, his
sense perceptions, having their seat in the brain, began to
marvel; his "natural spirit", which presides over the functions
of organic life, began to weep.

For Dante, following Aristotle,
19
the liver is the organ of digestion.
Eliot has obviously had
Dante in mind, but La Vita Nuova rather than the Commedia. or
perhaps h.e has combined the two: "the three white leopards"
represent agents of contrauasso. punishment of sin, in "having
fed to satiety" on the flesh which connotes all the passions
and vices that seduce heart, mind and senses.
18

See Drew, op. cit., p. 107.

19 See Dante, La Vita Nuova (Temple Classics, 1911),
PP» 3-*^, and "Notes", p.~3 ^ .
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The '•bones'* are in the "quiet of the desert" where
"neither division nor unity/

Matter.

This is the land."

Here we can see a miniature representation of the AntePurgatorio where Dante has placed those who were saved at the
eleventh hour by an act of contrition, a grace they owed to
the intercession of the Blessed Virgin Mary.

They represent

.the late-repentant, the excommunicated, the violently slain,
the negligent rulers.

Dante pictures in the first eight

cantos of Purgatorio souls in peace, but saddened by the fact
that active purification cannot begin until they have atoned
by delay on the shore of the Mount for a period corresponding
ft

to their postponement of repentance on earth.

They are a

timid, subdued, wistful group who speak in humble tones of
time misspent, and implore Dante to obtain for them the
I
prayers of their loved ones when he returns to,the world of
men, that they may "pass to the torments" of the cleansing on
o

the Mount.

Their speech, lament, chanting of the Te lucis ante

terminum, and submissive acceptance of their lot are mirrored
in the "bones" of Part II - "Under a tree in the cool of the
day, with the blessing of sand...We have our inheritance."
This silent, passive, spiritual suffering in Part II, as
in the Ante-Purgatorio, is a preparation for the active and
therapeutic experience of Part III where the soul is made
20
"free, upright, and whole."

20

Purgatorio XXVII, l*+0.
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IV
THE TURNING
In language and imagery, Part III is "the ‘objective
correlative' of the emotions"^ of a penitent during the
painful experience of examination of conscience and con
fession of sin.

Eliot uses syntactic and poetic devices to

depict the soul in the struggle of climbing from the darkness
of sin to light and peace at "the summit of the stairway".
The symbolic image of the stairs has been explored byr
the critics and conjectured to be jointly a borrowing from
2
Dante and St. John of the Cross, or from the latter alone.
One commentator correlates the opening stanzas with Purgatorio
IX and with the mystical ladder in The Dark Night of the Soul;
If the stairs epitomize purgation at all, they
do so not like a present, actuality but like a
past one, purgatorial as a memory.
They reveal
the enigmatic process by which, after something
has happened, its meaning alters through some
interim event.3
In the last sentence, the critic is perhaps alluding to a
passage in Four Quartets:
the meaning,/
rience."

"We had the experience but missed

And approach to the meaning restores the expe

('The Dry Salvages').

1 Praz, op. cit., p. 365.
2 See Drew, op. cit., pp. 109-110; Williamson, op. cit..
pp. 175-176; Matthiessen, op. cit.. p. 117.
3 Smith, pp. cit., p. 1^7.

25
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*

The subtle distinction made by Smith between purgation
as "a present actuality" and "as a memory" is due perhaps to
his interpretation of the stairway episode as a "retrospection
...an ascent according to nature...when he (the protagonist)
k
was climbing in a manner not then spiritual".
However, I
find the ascent to be both "a present actuality" and wholly
spiritual rather than "according to nature".

Eliot seems to

depict the soul as tempted by "the devil of the stairs" to
mitigate the enormity of his sins at the moment of confession,
or perhaps even to conceal them in some way.

In the vertical

dimension of the poem, it is at the "second turning of the
second stair" that the speaker leaves the devil and the old
<5

self "twisting, turning below;"

here, in the darkness of this

stair, "like an old man's mouth drivelling" he rids himself of
the burden of sin.

His "first turning of the third stair"

marks the structural centre of 'Ash-Wednesday1; it is the com
plete turn, the conversion, of the soul. To support this inter
pretation,^ I find that some form of the word 'turn* occurs
five times in three stanzas and that the speaker achieves a
6
spiritual conquest as a result of the ascent:
■

Smith, loc. cit.

5 See the Epistle of the Mass of Thursday of the third
week of Lent: "The heart is deceitful above all things, and
desperately wicked; Who can know it?" (Jeremiah, 17«9) The
Knox translation reads: "There is no riddle like the twists
of the heart; Who can master them?"
6 Three lines of the third stanza end with "the third
stair", perhaps alluding to the three ascending stairs taken
by the catechumens, signifying response to a call, instruction,
enlightenment. See Parsch, op. cit., p. 56; Dix, op. cit..
p. 356 and passim.
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&

At the first turning of the third stair
Was a slotted window bellied like the fig's fruit
And beyond the hawthorn blossom and a pasture scene
The broadbacked figure drest in blue and green
Enchanted the maytime with an antique flute.
Blown hair is sweet, brown hair over the mouth blown,
Lilac and brown hair;
Distraction, music of the flute, stops and steps of the
mind over the third stair,
Fading, fading; strength beyond hope and despair
Climbing the third stair.
Thus Eliot represents the penitent at the climax of the poem,
and at this moment the speaker uses 'I' for the last time
until Part VI.
In the third stanza the change of heart is symbolized by
the change in mood and rhythm of the poem.
starkly grotesque images

7

Instead of the

of the first and second stanzas

there is a pastoral scene, a light delicate tone, and imagery
of springtime.

These elements indicate that with the grace of
i

, pardon in the confessional, a symbolized by the "slotted window"
the soul is freed from haunting ignominies of the past.

The

simile, "bellied like the fig's fruit", is a fusion of two
images:

that of the ripe fig-tree which denotes fruitfulness
Q
and grace , and that of a sail as it swells out when filled
with the wind.
7 Eliot ends the stanza with a clear visual image of
remorse as depicted in the Middle English poem, 'The Ayenbite
of Inwyt' (remorse of conscience) which was translated from
the French in the fourteenth century by Dan Michel of Northgate. See R.M. Wilson, Early Middle English Literature
(London, 1951), p. 121.
8 In Christian art "windows...symbolize the Christian
life...As...they let the sunlight pour through them, so human
life can be radiant and rich with grace." Friedrich Rest,
Our Christian Symbols (Philadelphia, 195*+), p. 58.
9

See Matthew 2^.32; Luke 29*31.
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The peaceful beauty of the third stanza is the anti
thesis of the imagery of despair depicted in the preceding
stanzas.

In the centre of the poem, in the- only rhyming

couplet of the stanza, we find the arresting image of the
"broadbacked figure" to whom the critics have paid scant
attention.

He is referred to, if mentioned at all, as Pan,

the god of flocks and patron of shepherds.

It is hard to

believe that Eliot would not give a deeper level of meaning
to this central image in the poem.

This deeper meaning is

suggested by the springtime atmosphere, slackened pace of
the rhythm, and light, delicate sounds. The colour symbolism
I
is equally evocative; the blue and green of the, figure’s gard
signify fidelity and hope, while the white hawthorn with its
o red fruit stands for faith and love.

I find impressive paral

lelism between the third stanza and scriptural passages re
ferring to the Good Shepherd; for example, "The Lord is my
shepherd...He maketh me to lie down in green pastures...He
restoreth my soul...(Psalm 23.1-3).

With this interpretation,

the "antique flute" would refer to the good news of the Messi
anic prophecies, as in Isaiah (*+0.11), and to Our Lord’s ref
erence to Himself as the Good Shepherd in the tenth chapter
of the Gospel of St. John.
It should be noted that in the Lenten narratives of the
Mass we find no fewer than ten incidents concerned with
’pasture’.

In the liturgy of pre-Lent, the Gospel of Septu-

agesima Sunday related the Parable of the Labourers in the
Vineyard (Matthew 20.1-16)’;'that of Sexagesima Sunday (Luke
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8.*f-l5) is the story of the Sower of Seed."^

The Epistle of

Monday of the first week of Lent relates the Lord’s care for
His flock:

”1 will feed them in good pasture...I will feed

my flock...I will seek that which was lost, and bring again
that which was driven away..." (Ezekiel 3^»H-l6).
The ‘pasture’ motif occurs also in the Epistle of Sat
urday of Ember Week which concerns the offering of the firstfruits (Deuteronomy 26.12-19) and contains the prayer that
God "will bless thy people Israel, and the land which thou
hast given us....a land that floweth with milk and honey."

In

the Missal. Joseph’s dream of binding sheaves in a field
(Genesis 37*6-22) is the Epistle of Friday of the second week;
in the Anglican service it is the Epistle of Monday of the
third week.

The Gospel is the parable of the vineyard planted

by the .'rich man whose servants, and finally his son, were
killed by the wicked husbandmen (Matthew 21.33-1+6).
After the discourse between Our Lord and the Samaritan
woman in the Gospel of Friday of the third week, His words to
the disciples contain a beautiful pastoral -image:
Jesus saith unto them, "My meat is to do the will
of him that sent me, and to finish his work. Say
not ye, There are yet four months,, and then cometh
harvest? Behold, I say unto you, Lift up your eyes,
and look on the fields, for they are white already
to harvest.
And he that reapeth receiveth wages,
and gathereth fruit unto life eternal: that both he
that soweth and he that reapeth may rejoice together.
(John b.32-36)
In the last portion of this long Gospel narrative we learn
10 The Epistle and the Gospel of this Sunday are the
same in the Roman and the Anglican liturgy.
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that many to whom the Samaritan woman told of the words of
Jesus - "I am the Christ” - hastened to hear Him preach and
believed:

"...for we have heard him ourselves, and know

that this is indeed the Christ, the Saviour of the world."
(John 1+A2).
The foregoing references include the most striking
instances in the Lenten liturgy of the 'pasture1 theme.

We

cannot state positively that one or all of them inspired
Eliot's lines.

The ambiguous quality of the "broadbacked

figure" makes it susceptible of several meanings.

It could

stand for David, the king and shepherd promised to Israel
(Ezekiel, 37*2*+), or for Peter whose love Christ tested and
rewarded by making him shepherd of His Church (John 21.15-17).
It is even possible that the enigmatic figure is a symbol of
the converted sinner, changed at the eleventh hour by sanc
tifying grace, from an old man 'drivelling' to a strong and
willing labourer in the vineyard.
The marked biblical resonance in 'Ash-Wednesday* causes
me to find a critic's interpretation of the cryptic figure in
the pasture as Pan1"1" an incongruous classical note in this
deeply religious poem.

To give this interpretation poetic

logic, we should have to include also the myth about the death
of the great god Pan.

The astrologers of the emperor Tiberius

could not explain a mysterious voice announcing the god's death.
This incident led to the Christian legend that the pagan oracles
11

See Williamson, on. cit., p. 176.
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ceased at the birth of the Saviour.
Eliot’s method of using mythology thematically would
support the view that the "broadbacked figure” is an allus
ion to Pan.

However, the critics should see here an allegor

ical reference to Christ. As Milton speaks of "the mighty
13
Pan"
at whose coming the heathen deities lost their power
over the human mind and heart, so Eliot makes his pastoral
figure represent the Good Shepherd Who seeks His lost sheep,
"And when he hath found it, layeth it on his shoulders, re
lit
Voicing."
The interpretation of the "broadbacked figure"
as Christ the Sower, Shepherd and Saviour announces the theme
of Part IV:

the redemption of man by the Sacrifice of the

Cross*
The prayer concluding this section of the poem is said
in the Roman rite three times by the congregation before re
ceiving Holy Communion.

In the Anglican service, "the Priest,

kneeling down at the Lord's Table," says "in the name of those
who shall receive the Communion" a prayer which includes: "We
are not worthy so much as to gather up the crumbs under thy
15
Table."

12

See Milton,

11. 88-90; 165-236.

'On the Morning of Christ’s Nativity’,

13 Ibid.. 1. 89. Spenser anticipated Milton in using
the Pan myth in connection with the coming of Christ. See
’The Shepheardes Calendar’ in Spenser’s Minor Poems, ed.
Ernest De Selincourt (Oxford, 1910), p. 115.

Ik

Luke 5.5*

15

The Book of Common Prayer« p. 82.

Cf. John 10.1-16; 26-29.
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THE NEW YEARS
The prayer at the end of Part III prepares us for the
entirely new tone of Part IV; a regenerative force in nature
is associated with redemption of the soul through grace. The
natural setting of this section is a perfect symbol of the
theme:

the renovation of man in "the new years" of innocence

regained through prayer and penance.

As the protagonist has

passed from the struggle on the "stairs", from near-tragedy
as he encountered the "deceitful face of hope and despair",
to renewed trust and enlightenment, the agitated speech of
Part III disappears.

The new music of the verse is not wholly

Joyful, for he must continue his pilgrimage through life, but
he goes now with a childlike confidence_ that he has patrons
and protectors, "Going in white,and blue, in M a r y ’s colour".
It is the recurrence of the 'Marian theme’ which is note
worthy in the first stanza.

Echoes are raised of Part II and

the salutation to the "Lady" of the "Garden/
ends."

Where all love

The Blessed Virgin in Part IV is the patroness, the

protectress of those in via, "who walked", "Talking of trivial
things/

In ignorance"; she is at the same time the Queen of

Saints, of those "Who walked...in knowledge of eternal dolour",
that is, of her sorrows in the Passion and Crucifixion of the
Saviour.

The colour symbolism of Part III reappears in the

first stanza of Part IV which ends with the image of lifegiving waters, the liturgical symbol of regeneration through

T6

Baptism and the Eucharist."
16

The Mass of Friday of the third

See Parsch, op., cit.. p. 202.
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week of Lent contains two "water lessons"

:

The Epistle

tells us that when the Israelites were dying of thirst in

the desert, God bade Moses strike the rock and water flowed
to satisfy their needs (Numbers 20.2-13); in the Gospel we
read that Christ told the Samaritan women of the fount of
eternal life:
...whosoever drinketh the water that I shall give
him shall never thirst; but the water that. I shall
give him shall be in him a well of water springing
up into everlasting life.
(John ^.l^)*
The metaphor of the 'way1,

a journey or pilgrimage, is

dominant in this section of 'Ash-Wednesday', occurring as a
form of the verb ’W a l k 1 or some cognate term:

’going’, ’moved’.

Allied with the idea of motion are the adjectives ’strong',
’fresh',

’cool’, ’firm’.

Connoting solidity and renewal, the

language functions thematically in recalling the speaker's words
in Part I: "Consequently I rejoice, having to construct some
thing/

Upon which to rejoice".

Moreover, instances of the

word 'walk* occur five times, stressing spiritual movement as
in the scriptural metaphor.

In both the Old and the New Testa

ment we find more than a hundred instances of those who walk
uprightly according to the law of God, or of those who walk in
evil ways.

St. Paul uses the metaphor in eight epistles to

indicate how Christians should "walk worthy of the vocation
wherewith ye are called" (Ephesians *+.1).
third Sunday of Lent the Epistle

In

the Mass

ofthe

stresses the precept:"... '

walk in love, as Christ also hath loved us, and hath given
Ibid.« p. 203.
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himself for us an offering and a sacrifice to God" (Ephesians
5.2).

The third stanza of Part IV alludes to the new life

through the Sacrifice of the Cross:
■ The new years walk, restoring
Through a bright cloud of tears, the years, restoring
With a new verse the ancient rhyme. Redeem
The time. Redeem
The unread vision in the higher dream
While jewelled unicorns draw by the gilded hearse.
The oxymoron,

’bright cloud of tears’, fuses images from

scripture: the bow in the cloud as "a token of the covenant"
God made with Noah (Genesis 9.9-17)5 the Israelites guided by
"a pillar of a cloud" as they left Egypt (Exodus 13.21); the
scene of the Transfiguration when "a bright cloud over-shadowed
them" (Matthew 17.5)

18

? the signs of the Second Coming foretold

by Our Lord, "they shall see the Son of man coming in the clouds
of heaven with great power and glory" (Matthew 2k,30)"^.

The

"ancient rhyme" suggests prophecies of the Redeemer and also
the words of Our Lord to Nicodemus, "God so loved the world,
that He gave his only-begotten Son" (John 3*16).

The verbal ,

pattern of this stanza adds to the imaginative coherence of
Part IV in which action and suffering are centred in love:
the redemptive love of Christ, Mary's love for sinners who
are now in "the new years", "restoring" by their expiation
love for love, so that they can "Redeem the time" as St. Paul
20
admonishes (Ephesians 5.16)
. This new theme of Time-Eternity
18

The Gospel of the second Sunday of Lent.

19

The Gospel of the last Sunday after Pentecost.

20 In the Knox translation, the text reads: "See then,
brethren, how carefully you have to tread, not as fools, but.
as vise men do, hoarding the opportunity that is given you,
in evil times like these.’1 (Ephesians 5*15).
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will become the leading motif of Parts V and VI.

Here in

Part III, it is associated with "The unread vision in the
higher dream".
the critics.

The interpretation of the line has perplexed
A clue to Eliot’s meaning lies perhaps in the

words of Christ to the Apostles after the Transfiguration:
And as they came down from the mountain, he charged
them that they should tell no man what things they
had seen, till the Son of man were risen from the
dead. And they kept that saying with themselves,
questioning one with another what the rising from
the dead should mean. (Mark 9.9-10)
According to Williamson, Mary is the one who
...restores the past...restores the ancient rhyme
of love...The new theme is to redeem "the unread
vision in the higher dream" while the pageantry
of death passes by.21
This interpretation is unacceptable, for the word "restoring”,
occurring twice in stanza three, refers to "The new years",
not to Mary, who is not the subject of any sentence in Part
IV.

The one "who walked...in Mary8s colour...Who moved among

the others as they walked" is the person to whom the speaker
refers.

In this apocalyptic scene the poet envisions the

soul of the repentant sinner who has been admitted to "The
various ranks of varied green", a redeemed soul walking "be
tween the violet and the violet".

The colour symbolism

indicates humility, love, and suffering, in accordance with
22
the usage of the Church in ceremonies of Advent and Lent.
21

Williamson, ojo. cit., p. 178.

22 See W. Bllwood Post, Saints. Signs, and Symbols
(New York, 1962), p. 9.
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Those in "varied green" suggest the soul saved by hope,

23

for they are those of whom the Psalmist .speaks:
Lord who shall abide in thy tabernacle? Who shall
dwell in thy holy hill? He that walketh uprightly,
and worketh righteousness, and speaketh the truth
in his heart. (Psalm 15? 1-2)
The "trivial things" of which they talk should probably be
taken in the etynological sense of 1trivialis1. that which
refers to the crossroads, where people meet and have things
2k
in common.
It is not improbable that Eliot has here a
recondite allusion to "Crossroads", for the scene he depicts
in the first stanza is that of an Earthly Paradise akin to
Dante's Mystical Pageant in Purgatorio XXVIII-XXXIII, where
the colours of green and white distinguish the saints of the
Old and the new Testament, white being symbolic of their
innocence and holiness.

The connection between Eliot's scene

and that of Dante is not wholly fortuitous, for in the second
stanza Eliot .quotes a fragment from the Purgatorio. "Sovegna
vos", the plea of Arnaut Daniel that he will be remembered in
Dante's prayers when the latter passes beyond the realm of
suffering. ^
23 See Romans 8.2s*: "For we are saved by hope." Post,
loc. cit., states that green is a symbol of "Spring, triumph
of life over death...regeneration of soul through good works,
hope."
2*+

*

See The Oxford Dictionary, "trivial".

25 Purgatorio XXVI. lk7» In referring to 'Ash-Wednesday',
Mario Praz states that it "seems to be written in the same key
as Canto XXX of the Purgatory." Op. cit.. p. 368. The
Purgatorio. according to the critical consensus, has supplied
Eliot with many concepts and images in 'Ash-Wednesday'.
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In the third stanza, "The years that walk between,
bearing/

Away the fiddles and the flutes," are a metaphorical

equivalent of Purgatory which, according to the allegory of
The Divine Comedy, is a state of suffering in this life to
atone for sins.

In conjunction with "the violet and the

violet" the "years that walk" represent man's humility and
submission in the effort to "restore" or repair, to make
amends for time misspent in "trivial things".
new years" are "bearing/

Here, "The

Away the fiddles and the flutes"

that were the preoccupation of "the aged eagle" of Part I.
The soul now "moves in the time between sleep and walking,
r

wearing/

White light folded, sheathed about her, folded."

This last word is ambiguous$ it .connotes ’enveloped* as well
as ’enclosed* within the sheepfold of the Church.
This interI
pretation is supported by the reference in the long line of
the fourth stanza, "While jewelled unicorns draw by the gilded
o hearse."

In Christian art, the unicorn is a traditional symbol

of the Incarnation; sometimes it is represented with one horn,
or it is referred to as having two horns.

The line has deep

biblical an,d liturgical resonance: the "jewelled unicorns"
represent the prophetic utterances concerning the Incarnation

27

and "the gilded hearse" is a symbol of the Cross for it bears
the Body of the Lord, "the Cross of wood became an altar,/ And
26 See Numbers 32.22j Deuteronomy 33*17; Job 39*9-12.
In these texts the unicorn is a symbol of strength and power.
In Isaiah 61.10 the Messiah is proclaimed as a "bridegroom
decketh himself with ornaments, as a bride adorneth herself
with jewels."
27 See Post, op. cit.. p. 7*+J the emblem is "a gold .
unicorn on a red field."
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pQ
the Paschal Lamb was killed."

In describing the "hearse"

as "gilded" the poet has perhaps double meaning; of 'golden1,
and the archaic sense,

'ruddy1, or smeared with blood.

The

third stanza is a powerful expression of the mood and tone
of the Tenebrae liturgy, of the Vexilla Regis and other hymns
sung during Passiontide in the Roman Catholic and the Anglican
services.
Part IV closes on a note which will recur at the end of
the poem; an intercessor, veiled in Mary's colours, is invoked
as an instrument of grace. "Between the yews", symbol of immo
rtality as well as of death, she assents and makes the Sign of
the Cross.

That her prayer has power is signified by the

"fountain" of healing grace and the song of the "bird", for the
Holy Spirit inspires and aids man to co-operate in the Passion
of Christ and "Redeem the time".

The Mass of Laetare Sunday

contains these notes of hope and joy:

in the Collect the Church
29
prays that we "may be comforted by thy grace and breathe again".
Cleansing and healing are dominant themes of the liturgy through
out the fourth week of Lent: the Introit of Wednesday, echoed
in Eliot's lines, is the prophetic promise, "I will pour
cleansing streams over you, to purge you from every stain you
bear, and breathe a new spirit into you." (Ezekiel 23.26).

In *

the Epistle we read: This is the message of the Lord God: Wash
yourselves clean, sweep away from my presence those wicked
28 Pange, lingua, gloriosi, stanza 7« The hymn is sung
on Good Friday during the Procession of the Cross. The English
translation is given in the Missal, and in The Book of Common
Prayer (Toronto, n.d.), pp. lOS-lO^.
29 See also the Epistle of Passion Sunday (Hebrews
IX.11-15) in The Book of Common Prayer.
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scheming thoughts of yours...Learn how to do good, setting
your hearts on justice, righting the wrong...Then, the scarlet
dye of your guilt will show snow white, the crimson stains
will be like clean wool...(Isaiah 1.16-19).
The "silent sister" of Part IV reappears in Part V as
the "veiled sister", and as the "Blessed sister, holy mother"
in Part VI.

In these figures, closely associated in their

role as intercessors, there is an image of the communion of
saints, members of the City of God as described by St.
Augustine.

The yew-tree becomes in Part IV a leading motif

and must be related to "our exile" in time as we mourn the
lost Eden, and to the universal longing for eternal bliss.
I shall suggest later that it has deeper connotations. Part
31
IV leaves "our exile" in suspension;
the speaker is still
a pilgrim in via. The closing line "And after this our exile"
is from the Salve Regina, one of the most familiar prayers of
the Church, recited as a rule at the end of a Low Mass.
The spiritual movement of the soul is humility and faith
towards union with the Passion of Christ, the supreme ex
pression of Love, is the theme of Part IV.

This is borne

out by the reference to the "garden-god" who, like the veiled
sister, stands "between the yews".

The silence surrounding

these figures suggests the intense mourning period of the
Church during Passiontide when all images and statues are
30

See The City of God (London, 19l^5), I, 3*+; XIV, 28.

31 See Williamson, op. cit., p. 180: "...Eliot leaves
this fragment unclosed; it is the only unstopped part of 'AshWednesday !...it stands as a broken petition, hesitating, as
if fearful to complete itself."
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veiled in purple, all music is muted, and the faithful wait
in sombre silence ,for the Resurrection.

It is possible that

the "garden god" stands for the covered Cross as the Church
commemorates His Agony and Passion.

This part of the poem

has overtones of the Stabat Mater, commemorating the Sorrows
of the Blessed Virgin Mary, a sublime elegy which forms the

*52

sequence of the Mass of Friday of Passion Week.'"'

The

plaintive mood of Part IV recalls the twelfth and thirteenth
strophes of the Hymn:
Let me share with thee his pain,
Who for all our sins ’was slain,
Who for me in torment died.
Let me mingle tears with thee,
Mourning him who mourned for me,
All the days that I may live.
In the sixteenth strophe a line occurs that could have
inspired Eliot1s image of the "gilded hearse":
Let me, to my latest breath •
In my Dody bear the death
Of that dying Son of thine.
Man, suffering in union with the Saviour in order to atone for
his sins, must experience in an analogous way, the sword of
sorrow that pierced the heart of His Mother.

In Part V that

lament of the speaker becomes explicit and more deeply ex
pressive of the need for atonement.

32 In translation the hymn is assigned to the service
of Good Friday in The Book of Common Prayer.
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THE WORD AND THE -WORLD
Part V of the poem is concerned with the revelation to
man of the Incarnate Word.

Eliot*s paraphrase of the first

chapter of the Gospel of St. John reminds us that the
Incarnation continues in time:
And the light shone In darkness and
Against the World the unstilled world still whirled
About the centre of the silent Word.
Salvation lies in acceptance of the word revealed in the
doctrine God has given to man who too often rejects the Word.
The elegiac tone of Part V reflects the tension of the speaker
who has now grasped the reality of the Incarnation and Atone
ment.

Man has been given the means to attain a "place of

grave” and ‘"the blessed face”; this he can do only by his
response to "the unspoken word, the Word unheard,/ The Word
without a word".

Man*s failure to make his love respond to

Divine Love is to refuse to put his faith in Christ the
Saviour.
Father Gerald Vann, in his exegesis of the prologue to
the Fourth Gospel, refers to the "dramatic form" in which the
whole Gospel is cast.

He adds:

...the Light came down into the world and shone
out in the darkness of the world; but the world
would not welcome it, nor could darkness master
it. At the same time we are straightway con
fronted with the ambivalence which lies at the
heart of this antithesis between light and dark*+1
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ness, death and life. By ‘the world’ we are
sometimes to understand the earth and its
inhabitants,, or more particularly the world
of humanity...but sometimes ‘this world’ is
contrasted with the heavenly world, it is' the
kingdom of Satan as opposed to the Kingdom of
God, and comprises those who repudiate the
light and prefer the darkness.1
The last two lines of this quotation refer to those with
whom the poet is concerned in the second stanza. The refrain,
sung during the Veneration of the Cross on Good Friday - ”0
my people, what have I done unto thee” - serves to bring out
the antithesis between light, manifested by the "Word" of the
first stanza, and the ’’darkness” which is the burden of Part V
Where shall the word be found, where will the word
Resound? Not here, there is not enough silence
Not on the sea or on the islands, not
On the mainland, in the desert or the rain land,
For those who walk in darkness
Both in the day time and in the night time
The right time and the right place are not here
No place of grace for those who avoid the face
No time to rejoice for those who walk among noise and
deny the voice
In this imagery of loneliness and isolation, unrest and
indifference we find the picture of ’’The Hollow M e n ”, those
who belong to "death’s dream kingdom”.

To,elucidate Eliot’s

concept in this stanza I quote Father Vann;
...as light and glory manifest the divine presence
and it is in ’light inaccessible' that God dwells,
so darkness is both the sign and the dwellingplace of the mystery of iniquity, of him 'who has
lorded it over this world’, and of those who obey
him and so make themselves a part of ’the Evil
which is in the world'. On the other hand...it is
out of darkness that life is engendered...as in the
beginning it was from the dark chaos-waters that
the earth was fashioned and light and life were made;

1

The Eagle’s Word (New York, 1 9 3 D , PP« 38-39«
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the journey to life and integrity lies through dark
ness, since it is an arduous search, a quest involv-.
ing danger and struggle and terror and loneliness...
In the third and fourth stanzas the prayer to f,the veiled
sister”, that she will intercede for those who refuse to see
the light and hear the Word, has overtones of the ’Bidding
Prayers’ at the end of the Mass of the Pre-Sanctified on
Good Friday: "Those who walk in darkness, who chose thee and
o
oppose thee" may well represent heretics and schismatics.
There may be a reference to the prayer for the Jews in the
lines:
Those who are torn on the horn between season and
season, time and time, between
Hour and hour, word and word, power and power, those
who wait.
In darkness?^
In the liturgy ofGood Friday,
for the Jews "that

the Church first bids us pray

Our God and Lord will remove the veil from

their hearts", and in the prayer that follows, "that they may
acknowledge the light of thy truth, which is Christ, and be
delivered from their darkness..."

At the end of the third,

stanza the speaker asks:
...Will the veiled sister pray
For children at the gate
Who will not
go away and cannot pray:
In the prayer ’For
2

Pagans’the Church exhorts the faithful

Vann, on. cit., p. 39«

3 See Psalm 18.2: "The Lord is...the horn of my sal
vation. Cf. Luke 1. 68—69• "The Lord Goa of Israel...hath
raised up an horn of salvation for us in the house of his
servant David." The dictionary definitions of horn include:
a symbol of power, plenty, pride, worldliness in general;
also, either alternative of a dilemma.
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to implore for them the grace "to be converted to the living
and true God", that He will "unite them to thy holy Church,
to the honour and glory of thy name..."

k

The last, stanza, a third plea to the "veiled sister",
seems to refer to the pusillanimous, those who are "terrified
and' cannot surrender/

And affirm before the world and deny

between the rocks" - whose faith and virtue are superficial,
whose loyalty is not equal to facing danger and opposition.
Part V ends with an oblique allusion to the moment of death as
%
"the last desert between the last blue rocks" of time and
eternity, when the lost.Eden, "the desert in the garden",
will have to be regained by a purgatorial experience in "the
garden in the desert".
The tension in Part V comes not only from the ambiguity
and from the irony provided by the

refrain, but also from the

antithetical images in each stanzaand the frequent use of
internal rhyme: "word...unheard", "World...whirled", "main
land...rain land", "grace...face", "rejoice...voice", /'chose
...oppose", "away...pray", "torn...horn".

Alliteration occurs

in this section more frequently than elsewhere in the poem.
Like Part IV, it i*s an intensive reflection on a religious
theme; the absence of the first person singular pronoun (except
for the interpolated liturgical prayer) is notable here as in
Part IV. The "Lady" of Part II may

or may not be the same as

^ The Book of Common Prayer. "The Penitential Exercise"
prescribed"'for AshUednesaay includes this prayer.
5 See the song of Moses (Deuteronomy 32); Psalm 18.2;
1 Corinthians 10.*+.
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the "silent sister" of Part IV and the "veiled sister" of
Part V.

In the latter two sections she is associated with

the yew tree, a symbol of eternity

6 and also of mourning,

being often found in cemeteries*.

In Part IV, the silence of

the "sister veiled in white and blue" suggests a contemplative
nun.

The "veiled sister" of Part V calls to mind the statues

and other icons in a church or chapel which are covered in
purple during Passiontide.

This interpretation would be ap

propriate to the extremely sombre mood, the slow, solemn
measure of the rhythm, and the scriptural allusions.
The plight of those "who walk in darkness" without
heeding "a great light", of which the Prophet tells in his
messianic message (Isaiah 9.2), is the speaker’s concern in
Part V.

It is the "zeal of thy house" animating the new

convert; charity inspires him to invoke the aid of the Church
Militant that others may believe in "the true light, which
lighteth every man that cometh into the world" (John 1.9).
Part V reflects the paradox and the ambivalences which Father
Vann finds characteristic of the author of the Fourth Gospel:
It is through symbol and paradox that the Word
communicates his message and manifests himself
to us. And John? who brings us the words of the
Word, embraces simultaneously in his eaglevision earth and heaven, time present and the
age to come, events as history and events as
revealing-symbol...What John does concern himself
with and convey to us through his ambivalence is
the way in which truths, events, words, may apply
equally and simultaneously to different levels of
existence...and one of the most striking charac
teristics of his style is his use of words which
have two strongly contrasting meaning - let us
6

See Rest, on . cit.. p. 72.
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say baldly, his use of pun in order to communicate
the profoundest truths./
Some of these stylistic qualities appear in 'Ash-Wednesday1
and are conspicuous in Part 7, which is a poetic variation
on the theme:
It was through the Word
that all things were made:
through him life is given
to all that is,
through him the light of understanding
is given to all men.
For his life is light:
a light shining out in the darkness
And the darkness cannot master i.t.°
The tone of deep sorrow that continues throughout the
second stanza indicates that the world has refused "the
positive” hour for atonement and has rejected the Word for
the world.

Thus the necessity for the "turning” in Part I

becomes more meaningful when the speaker makes clear that
the only "turn” the world can make is a confused and frenzied
whirling.

Grover Smith comments on the implications of the

opening strophe when he writes:
In Part 7, once more, he (the speaker) has to face
his actual state: the intermediary word is gone, but
the ultimate Word, the Logos, remains. Christ is
still the center round which all things turn. The
Infant Word and the x^hirling world, as in "Gerontion,”
here form the pattern of the center and the wheel
subtending the pattern of conflict between spirit
and flesh.
The Incarnation, made known through the
Epiphany, is the mover and goal of right desire.
But. so long as desire is wrongly motivated, "the
unstilled world" resists its Redeemer. The speaker
3-n Ash Wednesday believes that he is in exile both,
■ like a Oavalcanti, from the Lady herself, who
speaks no word of love, and, like the parade of
7

7ann,

op,

c i t .. pp. 19-20.

8

Ibid.. p. 133.
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jewelled uni corns, from the Saviour,. Thus the line
from the "Liturgical Reproaches," "0 my people,
what have I done unto thee," echoing Micah, chapter
6, acknowledges the betrayed Christ's reproach to
His people and reflects the exile’s awareness of
his own guilt.9
Such an awareness can find fullfillment only in complete re
nunciation of the enticements of the world and acceptance of
Christ as 'the Way, the Truth, and the Life.’ Man must find
his own "desert" where silence reigns and prayers are offered
in supplication.

The "garden in the desert" must be found if

man is to hear and respond to the "unspoken Word";
Where shall the word be found, where will the word
Resound? Not here, there is not enough silence
In the next stanza the metaphorical horn is a symbol of emotion
al and spiritual dichotomy which can be overcome only by the
prayers of a grace-filled soul.

The speaker asks if she will

remember
...between season and
season, time and time, between
Hour and hour, word and word, power and power, those
who wait
In darkness? Will the veiled sister pray
For children at the gate
Who will not go away and cannot pray:
Prayer can reclaim those "who chose and oppose" Christ; it
will bring them to repentance, restitution and the joyful
experience when the soul will "be like a watered garden, and
like a fountain of water whose waters shall not fail. "'L0
The relative

consistency in rhythm of the lines in the

final strophe reflects the speaker's earnestness in prayers
for grace.

This is symbolized by images of salvation: "the
n

9

Smith,

ojd.

cit., pp. 152-153*

[

10 Isaiah 58.9-11.
These verses form the Epistle of
the Mass of Saturday after Ash Wednesday.
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slender/ Yew trees”, "the last desert between the last blue
rocks”.

The achievement of peace through penance to expel

from the soul ”the poison of vice” is brought out in a
startling physical image: "spitting from the mouth the
withered apple-seed." This is an echo of a passage in the
first chapter of the Book of Joel where those who have for
saken the Lord suffer for their sins by deprivation and famine.
The prophet uses many metaphors to depict the sins of Israel:
"the virgin girded in sackcloth", "the vineyard laid bare",
"stripped bare", "the branches thereof are made white". Less
stark images pervade 'Ash-Wednesday1 but the poet's utterance
is as poignant as the lament of the prophet.
Throughout Part V the speaker is concerned about those
who still "walk in darkness."

This anxiety foreshadows the
fi

spirit of charity that inspires Part VI and indicates “a com
mitment of himself to corporate .worship and the spiritual works
of mercy.

With "the veiled sister" he desires to cooperate in
t

saving souls.

The speaker's request for prayers for the lost

sheep, in the form but without the punctuation of a question,
o serves to indicate that those who have devoted themselves to
prayer for others epitomize hope for the wandering. Despite the
antithesis of the affirmation "before the world" and the denial
"between t]qe rocks", there is a sense of hope because of the
victory to be won by penance and the paradise to be gained
through prayer.

Faith, hope, and charity are prominent at the

close of Part V; the figural presentation of the contemplative
life, the religious symbols, "desert", "rocks", "garden",
combine to bring out the idea of Christian piety as a maturing
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and enriching experience.

•

Ending on the expression of Love

uttered by Our Lord, the subdued yet powerful music of Part .
V serves to convey the urgency of the speaker’s appeal for
prayer to ’’rescue humanity in Jesus.”
THE TIME OF TENSION
In Part VI the tone becomes ecstatic in the lyrical
fluidity of the images and the language.

The repetition,

with variation from ’’Because” to "Although”, shows the change
of heart in the speaker since Part I.
a crisis of conscience.

The latter instance was

The final section is still about con

science but it reveals a new level of consciousness that has
been achieved because of the speaker’s Voluntary acceptance of
divine guidance.

The regeneration of the penitent is now possi

ble since he has undergone an intense personal discipline of
mind, soul and will.

The use of ’’Although” in Part VI instead

of the earlier "Because” indicates that the speaker has found
and accepted the means to dominate unruly passions and desires;
by penance, prayer and commitment to the obligations of faith,
the speaker can now make his resolution not ”to turn again" to
the former state of ’Wavering between the profit and the loss."
Eliot has stated:
...the way of discipline and asceticism must be
emphasized; for even the humblest Christian
layman can and' must live, what in the modern
world, is comparatively an ascetic l i f e . H

H

Selected Essays, p. 373#
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The opening strophe of three lines is, unlike its
counterpart in Part I, separated from the realities of nthe
profit and the loss”, emphasizing thereby that.the purgative
journey of submission has been a wholesome one.

•

In Part VI,

division between the two strophes can be construed to mean
that the speaker has, for the time being, become aware that
worldliness in one form or another will always tempt human
beings.

Now he recognizes that he will never be entirely free

from these trials, but with the aid of divine grace, he is
determined to resist, "I do not wish to wish these things'1.
The change from the attitude of Part I to his present state of
mind is revealing:
Although
Although
Although

I do not hope to turn again
I do nothope
I do not hope to turn

Wavering between theprofit and the loss
In this brief transit where the dreams cross
The dreamcrossed twilight between'birth and dying
(Bless me father) though I do not wish to wish these things
From the wide window towards the granite shore
The white sails still fly seaward, seaward flying
Unbroken wings.
These lines express the idea of resolution of amendment:
determination to discipline the mind and the emotions to
gether with reliance on grace to strengthen the soul in perse
verance through purgatorial suffering, guided by the Holy
Spirit.
, The formidable temptations of the "dreamcrossed twilight"
can only be conquered when "the lost heart stiffens" and relies
on faith and renewed hope so that it "Quickens to recover" the
newly found peace.

The second and third strophes have a

patterned rhyme that sustains the lyricism and conveys the un-

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR LIBRARY
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restricted flight of the redemptive spirit.

The second strophe

consists of seven lines in a pattern of rhythm and imagery that
changes abruptly in the fourth line at the interpolated prayer
of the Sacrament of Penance.

The device of the single unrhymed

line will be repeated in the following stanza.

The third stanza

has four chant-like thyming couplets and it ends with an un
rhymed word that links it to the end-rhyme of the first line of
the next stanza.

Significantly, this device calls attention to

the two words that could very well summarize the theme of the
poem: from the "sandy earth" come the ashes that provide man
with the "birth" into a life of renewed humility and faith.
And the lost heart stiffens and rejoices
In the lost lilac and the lost sea voices
And the weak spirit quickens to rebel
for the bent golden-rod and the lost sea smell
Quickens to recover
The cry of quail and the whirling plover
And the blind eye creates
The empty forms between the ivory gates
And smell renews the salt savour of the sandy earth
This is the time of tension between dying and birth.
In this final part of ‘Ash-Wednesday’ the poet uses only
one punctuation mark between stanzas: a comma between the
fourth and fifth stanzas. This seems to indicate the continu
ous mental process of the protagonist who no longer needs to
pause to re-evaluate his state of mind.
The
this mood.

images in the fourth strophe of Part VI conform to
Memories linger only to remind the speaker of the

error of his ways.

The "Wavering" of the second stanza is

replaced by solid, physical Images: "The place of solitude.../
Between blue rocks", where prayers are offered for him and all
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sinners by the “Blessed sister, holy mother, spirit of the
fountain, spirit of the garden," and this imagery is functionr
al in stressing the new life of grace.

Man is aided by all

those whom the Holy Spirit inspires to help him in the search
for peace of soul; the Blessed Virgin, Mother Church, the
Angels and Saints, the contemplatives and the other Holy mem
bers of the faithful on earth.

The temporal memories of the

second stanza tend to dwell on the material and worldly at
tractions which the speaker must conquer if his pursuit is to
i

be sincere and fruitful.

The last lines of the fourth stanza

adumbrate the genuine gladness of the spirit separated from
its burden of sin.

The frail and delicate beauty of the

images in the last strophe reflects the state of the re-born .
soul that “rejoices1* because the lusts of the senses have been
shunned, because he now knows that the illusory images "the
blind eye" creates are"empty forms" against which the "heart
stiffens" and "renews" the senses in the experience of rebirth.
Where the past meant
Wavering between the profit and the loss
In this brief transit where the dreams cross1^
The dreamcrossed twilight between birth and dying
and experiencing the pricks of conscience newly awakened, the
speaker regards his present state as
... the time of tension between dying and birth
The place of solitude where three dreams cross
Between blue rocks
* But when- the voices shaken from the yew-tree drift away
Let the other yew be shaken and reply.
From the first "yew tree" came the legacy of Original Sin;
12 See Purgatorio IX, 19-33*, XIX, 7-25; XXVII, 91+-llIf;
Eliot’s lines'may have been inspired by these passages des
cribing Dante's three dreams.
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from the second Tree, the Gross, came man's redemption.
The image of "The place of solitude where three dreams
cross" echoes the thought of St. John of the Cross:
...the more the soul learns to abide in the spiritual,
the more comes to a halt the operation of its faculties
in particular acts, since the soul becomes more and
more collected in one undivided and pure act. And
thus the faculties cease to work, even as the feet
cease to move and come to a halt when the journey is
ended. For if the movement of going were forever to
continue, one would never arrive; and if there were
nothing but end-less means, it is hard to see when
and where there could ever be a fruition of tl$e end
and the goal.l^
The commitment that the soul makes, when it submits to
purgation, is to the solitude and peace of acceptance,
which is exemplified by the act of stillness,, negation of

movement, and humility
o

Teach us to care and not to care
Teach us to sit still
The sentiment that was uttered as a plea in Part I is re
peated with conviction in Part VI because the will of the
4

speaker was at first weak and undisciplined, but by the end
15

of the poem it is content to find "Our peace in His will".
13 See Purgatorio XXXII, 37-60: the denuded tree in
the Earthly Paradise, a symbol of loss of grace through
Original Sin, becomes newly leaved when the pole of the
Mystic Chariot is attached to it.
I1* Cited by Walter T. Stace in The Teachings of
Mystics (New York, I960), p. 191.

the

«

15 See Paradiso III, 85:rie la sua voluntate e nostra
pace." George Williamson notes the Dantean parallel in the
following line: "..."spirit of the river, spirit of the
sea," do not augment fountain and garden but refer obliquely
to God." Op. cit., pp. 183-18^.
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Blessed sister, holy mother, spirit of the fountain,
spirit of the garden,
Suffer us not to mock ourselves with falsehood
Teach us to care and
not to care
Teach us to sit still
Even among these rocks,
Our peace in His will
And even among these rocks
Sister, mother
„
And spirit of the river, spirit of the sea,
Suffer me not to be separated
And let my cry come unto Thee.
There are (subtleties
for brief mention at this

in the poet’slanguagewhich call
point. The dualreference to

"dreams cross" and the "dreamcrossed twilight" in the sec
ond stanza conjoins with "three dreams cross" in the fourth
stanza to signify the cross as a symbol of redemption.

The

form of "yew-tree" seems important in this section. The use
of the hyphen would lead to the conjecture that Eliot wants
to emphasize that the ’yew’, a symbol of death and mourning
as previously noted, can by association with the ’tree’
convey the cosmic significance of the Atonement: the Saviour
lived and died "that all may be one".

The idea of redemp

tion is emphasized by the poet's closing line, a prayer from
Psalm 17 which is often used in the Roman and the Anglican
liturgy.1^
George Williamson summarize.s the importance of the
relation of Part I to Part VI:
16
'Ash-Wednesday1 closes with a prayer that recurs
throughout the liturgy, e.g., the Roman Breviary, the 'Order
of Confirmation' in the Church of England, in the Litanies
of the Saints. The second last line is an echo of the
prayer of the Celebrant of the Mass before receiving Holy
Communion, which St. Ignatius Loyola used in the Anima
Christi. a prayer of thanksgiving after Mass.
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The exile theme and its complementary turning are
now based on greater moral insight and a renewed
sense of direction. Emotionally Ash-Wednesday de
velops his experience of love in relation to its
various incarnations, marked by an ascent from lower
to higher.
Intellectually the poem may be under
stood as a reflection of his remark on Pascal that
"his despair, his disillusions, are...essential
moments in the progress of the intellectual soul;
and for the type of Pascal they are the analogue of
the drought, the dark night, which is an essential
stage in the progress of the Christian mystic.M The
negative way of the mystic is not the way for the
intellectual soul.17

o

The critic's concern in this passage is t o m a k e clear that
the speaker in 'Ash-Wednesday* has progressed emotionally
and intellectually toward the attaining of spiritual matu
rity.

There is, to some extent, affinity between the

"essential moments" of the poem and Eliot's observations on
Pascal.

However, the whole meaning of 'Ash-Wednesday' can

not be grasped if we regard it "Intellectually...as a re
flection of his (Eliot’s) remark on Pascal". The poem is a
total symbol of the meaning of Lent. The individual commits
himself to the discipline imposed by the Church on the faith
ful for the single purpose of spiritual recovery according
to the mind of St. Paul:
Purge out therefore the old leaven, that ye may be a
new lump, as ye are unleavened. For even Christ our
passover is sacrificed for us: therefore let us keep
the feast, not with old leaven, neither with the leaven
of malice and wickedness; but with the unleavened
bread of sincerity and truth,1®

!7

Ojd. cit.. pp. 18*4-185.

18 I Corinthians 5«7-8. The passage is used in the
Missal and in The Book of Common Prayer as the Epistle of
Easter Sunday.
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VI
CONCLUSION
In this study I have traced what seems to be a close
correspondence between Mr. Eliot's meditative poem and
Christian practice during the penitential season of Lent.
My aim has been to show the development of the poet's
thought as an individual approach to a universal problem.
The essence of the poem is the protagonist's realization
that worldly preoccupations are a stumbling-block to intel
lectual and spiritual maturity. This moral crisis can be
successfully resolved only by a decision to renounce the
errors of the past, make humble submission and resolution
of amendment, and commit himself to the spiritual guidance
of recognized authority.
These elements motivate the speaker's determination to
reform his life. The poetic pattern of 'Ash-Wednesday' is
designed to appeal to the reader's intellect as well as to
his religious sensibilities.

To this end, the poet has ex

pressed his concepts in imagery and allusions derived from
scripture and doctrinal sources, preserving a ritualistic
tone to convey the lofty character of his theme.
The individual experience described in the poem is
given deeper significance towards the end of Part I vhen
the protagonist relies on corporate worship to enable him
to undertake and complete his spiritual odyssey, He appeals
to the mercy of God and the intercession of Our Lady. Prom
56
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this point on, his progress depends upon bringing his will
into conformity with the Divine Will by humble submission
to the action of grace. This self-discipline is not merely
a matter of asceticism as the poet makes clear in Part II;
its primary purpose is to acquire virtue in order to make
hislife serve the greater glory

of God.

That such was his purpose is clear from an essay
written ten years after the publication of the poem, in
which Eliot states:
...so far as a man sees the need for converting
himself as well as the World, he is approximating
to the religious point of view...For only in
humility, charity and purity - and most of all
perhaps humility - can we be prepared to receive
the grace of God without which human operations
are vain.1
In this essay Eliot provides the perspective in which he
views the social problems of our time:
It is notenough simply to see the
eviland in
justice and suffering of this world, and pre
cipitate oneself into action. We must know,
what only theology can tell us, why these thirds
are wrong.
Otherwise, we may right some wrongs
at the cost of creating new ones. If this is a
world in which I, and the majority of my fellowbeing s. live in that perpetual distraction from
God which exposes us to the one great peril, that
of final and complete alienation from God after
death, thefce is some wrong that I must try to
help to put right.
I believe that this essay and others in which Eliot
0

discusses religious and social questions add to our under1 The Idea of a Christian Society (New York, 19^0),
pp. 100-101. Author's italics.
2

Ibid., p. 101
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standing of his poetic pilgrimage, and particularly to the

deeper level of meaning in 'Ash-Wednesday' and Four Quartets.
The subject-matter of these poems reflects Eliot's adherence
totradition.
years before

His essay, "Lancelot Andrewes", written four
'Ash-Wednesday', is a tribute to the seventeenth-

century Bishop of Winchester whose
intellectual achievement...came to complete the
structure of the English Church as the philosophy
of the thirteenth century crowns the Catholic
Church.3
Eliot notes that
Latimer, the preacher of Henry VIII and Edward VI,
is merely a Protestant; but the voice of Andrewes
is the voice of a man who has a formed visible,
Church behind him, who speaks with the old author
ity and the new culture. It is the difference of
negative and positives Andrewes is the first ^
great preacher of the English Catholic Church.
Eliot's admiration for Andrewes as a preacher leads
him to a favourable comparison with Newman:
c>

One is reminded of the words of Arnold about the
preaching of Newman. Andrewes's emotion is purely
contemplative; it is not personal, it is wholly
evoked by the abject of contemplation, to which it
is adequate...5
Another passage in this essay reveals Eliot's approval of
j

principles and practice based on tradition.

Contrasting

Donne and Andrewes, he considers the former to be "the more
modern" whereas
3

Selected Essays, p. 333.

b

Ibid., p. 33^.

5 Ibid., p. 3*+l* Of Andrewes's style Eliot says that
"his prose is not inferior to that of any sermons in the lan
guage, unless it be some of Newman's." P. 3^3•
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...Andrewes is the more medieval, because he"ls
the more pure, and because his bond was with the
Church, ’with tradition. His intellect was
satisfied by theology and his sensibility by
prayer and liturgy.5
These passages indicate that ‘Ash-Wednesday1 is a
vehicle for the author’s religious views as set forth in
prose prior to and following the publication of the poem.
The latter may therefore be regarded as an instance of
Eliot’s assimilation of material that had been lucidly and
forcefully expounded by a theologian whom he admired not
as a reformer but as a traditionalist, and above all as a
7
man of prayer.'

Eliot’s comment on the sermons of Andrewes

may be applied equally to Eliot’s poem: ’’...his devotion...
to public ritual...and his passion for order in religion is
g
reflected in his passion for order in prose.”
The influence of the Anglican divine on the poet’s life
and writings is noted by an English critic in a recently
published essay.

Mr. Peter Kirk points out that for some
I

years Eliot

o

...had been rationalizing a somewhat haphazard
Christianity into a definite creed. A major step
along the way was the study he undertook of the
life and work .of Lancelot Andrewes, the great
seventeenth-century Anglican divine, whose mag
nificent prose style was to have a marked effect
on his work. But much more than the prose style,

6

Ibid., p. 3^2

•7 See Selected Essays, pp. 335-336. Having quoted
the ’’admirable criticism” by the editor and translator of
the bishop's Preces Prlvatae. Eliot states: "The prayers...
should take for Anglicans a place beside the Exercises of
St. Ignatius and the works of St. Francois de Sales..."
8

Ibid.. p. 336
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the life of the bishop himself seems to have been
the final copestone on a decision which had long
been at the back of his mind.
In 1927 he was
received into the Church of England. 9
More conclusive than critical opinion about Eliot’s

0

religious views is his own statement on the value of tradi
tion for the modern Christian:
We need to know how to see the world as the
Christian Fathers saw it; and the purpose of
reascending to origins is that we should be
able to return, with greater spiritual, know
ledge, to our own situation. We need to
recover the sense of religious fear, so that
it may be overcome by religious hope. 10
The safeguarding of'dogma and worship is one of Eliot’s
chief concerns in the formulation of his idea of a Christian
society:

"It is not enthusiasm, but dogma, that differen

tiates a Christian from a pagan society.”1^

He maintains

that unity in doctrine and worship would give individuals
. ...something else which they lack: a respect for
the religious life, for the life of prayer and
contemplation, and for those who attempt to practise
it...I cannot conceive a Christian society without
religious orders, even purely contemplative orders,
even enclosed orders.12
It must be noted that Eliot is particularly concerned with
the form of society in England but not, however, without
’’relation to Christendom as a whole.” He states:
I have...limited my field to the possibility of
a Christian society in England...it is the Anglican
Church that I have in mind...I only mean such a
Church as can claim to represent the traditional
9 "T.S. Eliot”, in Thirteen for Christ, ed. Melville
Harcourt (New York, 1963), p. 11.

1°

Idea of a Christian Society, p. 63.

11

Ibid.. p. 59.

12

Ibid.. p. 61.

Author’s italics.
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form of Christian belief and worship of the great
mass of people of a particular country.
The essay from which these passages have been quoted
was originally a series of three lectures delivered in March
1939 at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.

Published shortly

l

before the outbreak of war, it went

through several editions

and in the opinion of a critic, Hlt is astonishing how releo vant the book still is to our times. "llf
The foregoing quotation might be
essay "Lancelot Andrewes".

applied also to the

We findin it ideas

that Eliot

expanded and expressed in ‘Ash-Wednesday1 by imagery and
rhythms appropriate to the title and the theme.

It is a

devotional poem constructed as a meditation on basic Chris
tian principles.

It reveals deep faith and feeling in its

treatment of the rites of the Church in her solemn:commemo
ration of the Passion of Our Lord.

At the end of the poem

we recall the words of Christ to the disciples, "Watch and
pray, that ye enter not into temptation" (Matthew 26.^1).
In the "time of tension" Eliot sees
combat with the powers of darkness.

man engaged in continual
He reminds us that penance

and prayer - especially the prayers of contemplative souls will be our weapons in times of temptation and trial. Spir
itual regeneration is always a painful experience during "this

our exile".
1 ' -1" ""

13

Ibid.. pp. 1+6-^7.

l*f Kirk, on. cit., p. al. In the preface to the 19^+0
edition Eliot acknowledges his indebtedness to Mr. Christopher
Dawson's Beyond Politics and "to the works of Jacques Maritain,
especially his Human!sme integral." P. vi.
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